Wasp & Hornet Killer

Jet spray will reach 20' above ground

Kills the entire nest
Prevents nesting

DS CONTAINERS 211x713 Decoration Layout

WHITE - VISBILE CAN SUBSTITUTE - NO PRINT AREA
PRINT LIMIT - COLOR STOPS HERE

READ ENTIRE LABEL BEFORE EACH USE

It is a violation of federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. Pesticide use restrictions:

Restrictions

Except when applying to lawns or greenbelts, do not apply this product in a way that will affect adult, children, or pets, either directly or through drift. Except when applying to lawns or greenbelts, only permitted handlers may be in the area during application. Do not apply by aircraft except for research or to other sized trees or bushes, and for dispersing to control adult overwintering populations. The treated area has been thoroughly ventilated. Do not remain in treated area until area is thoroughly ventilated. Area is immediately and remains outside of treated area until area is thoroughly ventilated and no pesticide is volatilized from treated area. For treatment of hog damage,严谨地遵循标签说明。

OTHER INGREDIENTS:

Permethrin

0.50%

Killer

Precautionary Statements and First Aid:

Contact:

Eyes:

Hold eye open and rinse slowly and thoroughly with running water for at least 15 minutes.

Medical Assistance:

Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

Pest Control Information:

Contains 0.5% Permethrin (max print limit).

Jet spray will reach 20' above ground.

Storage and Disposal:

Pesticide Storage: Store and transport in an upright position. Do not apply if cold area inaccessible to children or pets.

Physical or Chemical Hazards:

Consult local pesticide agents. Keep away from food, water, and open flame. Do not mix or incorporate in container. Exposures to temperatures above 120°F may cause burning.

For information on pesticide products including health concerns, medical emergencies, or pesticide incidents, call the National Pesticide Information Center at 1-800-858-7378.

Notice:

To the extent consistent with applicable law, Bayer assumes no responsibility for safety and use not consistent with directions.
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